ECLAN Graduate Conference 2023
The Future of European Criminal Law

Programme

Thursday 30 November

9am Opening

9.05-10.30: The Present and Future of Mutual Recognition

- Adéla Martínková, Charles University
  Growing protection of fundamental rights within European arrest warrants: will the two-step test be abolished?
- Elise Filius, Leiden University
  The European courtroom as political arena? A study on the role and position of the Dutch Judiciary in Asylum and Surrender cases
- Andreas Kanakakis, University of Brussels
  The collection of evidence in the EU: between mutual trust and mutual mistrust
- Ugnė Markevičiūtė, Vilnius University
  Why do Lithuanians convicted in another EU Member State not want to be transferred back to Lithuania to continue their custodial sentence?

Chair: Professor Anne Weyembergh

10.30-11: Coffee break

11-12.30: The Future of Substantive Criminal Law Harmonisation

- Federica Raffone, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
- Chara Chioni-Chotouman, University of Thessaloniki
  The new proposal for a Directive on combating violence against women and domestic violence – a new aspect of EU criminal law
- Roberta De Paolis, Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies
  *Corruption And Sextortion: Open Challenges for The European Union In Harmonizing Substantive Rules on Corruption*

- Vittorio Cama, University of Trento
  *Waiting for The Cjeu: The Criminalization Of Humanitarian Assistance Under The Test Of The Principle Of Proportionality And Article 52 Cfreu*

**Chair:** Professor Katalin Ligeti

12.30–2: Lunch break for participants

1–2: ECLAN Management Committee meeting

2–3.30: The Place of the Private Sector in European Criminal Law

- Valerie Albus, European University Institute
  *Internet Service Providers as Co-Enforcers of Criminal Law: Challenges for Fundamental Rights Protection*

- Andreas Karapatakis, Queen Mary University of London
  *The Transplantation of the European Anti-Money Laundering Regime to Regulate Virtual Currencies and the Impact on the End User’*

- Federica Zazzaro, The University of Campania Luigi Vanvitelli
  *Corporate criminal liability in EU Directives*

- Maria Di Maggio, University of Bari "Aldo Moro"
  *The European Whistleblowing Directive: Comparative Criminal Law Profiles and Organization of Public and Private Bodies”*

**Chair:** Professor Robert Kert

3.30–4.00: Coffee break

4.00–5.00: Progressing to an academic career

Dr Leandro Mancano, University of Edinburgh

Dr Niovi Vavoula, Queen Mary University

Dr Irene Wieczorek, Durham University

7: Conference dinner
Conference: Launch of the ELJ Special Issue on The Normative Foundations of European Criminal Law

Friday December 1

8.45- 9.15: Opening and introduction to the special issue

Opening: Prof Fiona Beveridge, EPVC, HSS, University of Liverpool
Introduction to the SI: Valsamis Mitsilegas and Jacob Ŭberg

9.15-10.15: session 1: Transversal perspectives
- Anne Weyembergh
- Pedro Caeiro
- Leandro Mancano

Discussant: Jörg Monar

10.15-10.45: coffee break

10.45-12: session 2: Criminalisation
- Irene Wieczorek
- Jannemieke Ouwerkerk
- Nina Persak

Discussant: Katalin Ligeti
Chair: Professor Valsamis Mitsilegas

12-1: Lunch break

1-.2.30: The Challenge of AI
- Alexandra Karaiskou, European University Institute
  From Preventive to Predictive Justice in the EU: the case of ETIAS
- Juliane Beck, University of St. Gallen
‘Meaningful Human Control’ of Artificial Intelligence in European Union Border Control and Migration Management
- Matija Kontak, University of Zagreb
  "Security vs. Privacy: Balancing Biometrics in Migration"
- Clementina Salvi, University of Liverpool
  ‘AI non-consensual pornography: the EU’s approach against image-based sexual abuse online’
Chair: Professor Gintaras Svedas

2.30-3: Coffee break

3-4.00: Theoretical and Transversal Perspectives
- Raquel Cardoso, University of Coimbra
  The Functions of European Criminal Law and the legitimacy of criminalisation
- Georgia Theodorikakou, University of Luxembourg
  EU Criminal Procedure: From Cooperation to Integration?
Chair: Professor Pedro Caeiro

4.00-4.30: Closing of conference

* Poster Presentations from the below PhD students will be displayed throughout the conference;
Chloé Fauchon, Gerogios Bastounas, Marine Corhay, Mattia Di Florio, Nataliia Skidan, Szijártó István.